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Administration and Scoring of 
The Test of Infant Motor Performance

STATEMENT OF 
INTERESTS

SK Campbell is Managing Partner of Infant 
Motor Performance Scales, LLC, the publisher of 
the Test of Infant Motor Performance

Objectives: The learner will
1. Explain the difference between observed and elicited TIMP 

items.

2. Explain the guidelines for correct administration of the TIMP.

3. Describe the administration procedures for the TIMP observed 
and elicited items.

4. Correctly apply TIMP scoring descriptors  following the 
observation of videos showing testing of selected items .
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General Directions

General Administration Directions
1. All observations and test procedures should be carried out when the infant is in state 3, 4 or 5 (as 

described in Brazelton, 1984).  

An infant must have lusty crying for 15 seconds or more to be in state 6 and thus untestable for that 
item.

2. The infant should wear as little clothing as possible to avoid restriction of movement and to allow the 
body part under observation to be visible. At the same time, care must be taken to avoid thermal stress.

3. Pacifiers may be used to quiet infant but should not be used during the actual administration of test 
items.

4. If the testing is interrupted, items that remain can be completed in a 2nd session within 24 hours of the 
initial test session.

REFERENCE: 
Brazelton, TB: Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (2nd ed).

Clinics in Developmental Medicine No. 88. 
Philadelphia, JB Lippincott, 1984, pp. 17-20.

General Administration Directions – Observed Items

5. Observed items are tested in supine unless noted otherwise.

6. Testing should be performed on the crib mattress or other firm surface. 
Clear area of excess bedding. 

7. Begin with observation of spontaneous activity  - the Observed Items.

8. After recording initial observations, continue to watch for and score presence 
of Observed Items throughout the remainder of the test.  

9. It may help to note Observed Items at the bottom of pages when observed 
during Elicited Item administration.

10. Unless otherwise stated, verbal and/or visual prompts may be used to elicit 
the best possible response from the infant.
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General Administration Directions – Elicited Items

11. No more than three trials are allowed for each elicited test item based on infant’s 
response, state, and tolerance.

12. Generally no more than one trial is needed so as to avoid unduly tiring the infant. 

13. Record the best response observed.

14. If the infant fails to meet the full criterion for a given response, score the behavior 
at the next lower response level for that item. 

15. In the upright position, midline is defined to include the arc which is 15 degrees to 
either side of midline . 

Test of Infant Motor 
Performance

Observed Items 1-13 
Package 1 (Spontaneous Activity)

Observed Items  - Administration Instructions

Administration of the TIMP begins with a 2-3 minute observation of the infant's 
spontaneous movement. 

This observation is used to score either YES or NO (i.e., PASS or FAIL) for as many of 
the 13 Observed Items as possible. 

During the observation, the examiner may talk to the infant to encourage 
movement, but should handle the infant as little as possible. During observation for 
fidgety movements, all stimulation should be withdrawn.

Typically, one-third to one-half of the 13 Observed items can be scored from the 
initial observation. 
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Observed Items  - Administration Instructions

Watched for unscored items during the administration of the Elicited items.
Observed Items may be scored YES when seen at any time, as long as the examiner's 
behavior is not facilitating performance of the item. 

For example: 
If the infant fingers her clothes while the tester is holding the infant's shoulders so that 
the arms are tightly adducted, fingering is being facilitated

• Observed Item 04 may not be scored as present. 

If the tester is handling the infant's legs when the infant fingers an object, 

• Observed Item 04 may be scored as passed (if infant used right hand).

Observed Items  - Administration Instructions
At the end of the test, the examiner must remember to return to the Observed item 
page and be sure that every item is marked. 

The only time an item is left blank is when the tester has forgotten to look for the 
item and, therefore, does not know if the item is passed or failed.   

I use this sign to mark items I might have forgotten to score.
This reminds me that I actually forgot to test the item rather than forgetting to 
enter the score for a tested item. The item must be scored zero if missed.

Which items a baby passes depends on age and maturity.  It is not expected that 
every baby will pass every Observed item every time.

NT

Observed Items

1. Head in midline

2. Individual right finger movement

3. Individual left finger movement

4. Fingers objects/surfaces on right 

5. Fingers objects/surfaces on left

6. Bilateral hip and knee flexion

7. Isolated right ankle movement

8. Isolated left ankle movement 

9. Reciprocal kicking

10. Fidgety movements

11. Ballistic movements

12. Oscillation of arm or leg during 
movement

13. Reaches for person or object
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Observed Items – One to Five

1. Head In Midline - the head is held within 15 degrees of midline for at least  2 
seconds.

2. Individual Right Finger Movement - an individual finger movement is noted in the 
right hand without other joint movements (any position). 

3. Individual Left Finger Movement - an individual finger movement is noted in the 
left hand without other joint movements (any position). 

4. Fingers Objects/Surfaces On Right - fingers objects or surfaces with right hand (any 
position).

5. Fingers Objects/Surfaces On Left - fingers objects or surfaces with left hand (any 
position). 

Observed Items – Six to Nine

6. Bilateral Hip And Knee Flexion - demonstrates bilateral hip and knee flexion so that 
the feet clear the support surface. 

7. Isolated Right Ankle Movement - demonstrates isolated right ankle movements 
without other joint movements (any position). 

8. Isolated Left Ankle Movement - demonstrates isolated left ankle movements 
without other joint movements (any position). 

9. Reciprocal Kicking - demonstrates reciprocal kicking with both legs off the support 
surface. 

Observed Items – Ten to Thirteen
10. Fidgety Movements - demonstrates an ongoing flow of small minute movements occurring 

in every part of body and showing great variety with frequent changes of direction. 

11. Ballistic Movements of the Arms or Legs (Swipes or Swats) - swipes are large, abrupt, and 
fast shoulder movements in an up and backward direction.  Movements are launched 
abruptly but conclude gradually. 

Swats are fast and powerful shoulder or hip movements with medium-large amplitude and 
abrupt onset/offset. They are directed down and forward. Distal joints are relatively 
immobile. 

12. Oscillation of Arm or Leg During Movement - more or less regularly fluctuating movements 
which are observed most in the extended arms.  A movement cycle lasts .5-1sec (slower 
than tremor). 

13. Reaches For Person or Object - while in supine or sitting, reaches for and contacts a person 
or object presented at the midline.


